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Since 1989, the posse Foundation has enjoyed 

the support of individuals from different walks 

of life. posse supporters are as diverse in their 

backgrounds and points of view as the students 

the program serves, but share a common 

conviction that there is much at stake in the 

Foundation’s work. they are individuals who 

care about diversity in higher education and 

leadership in the workforce; about redefining 

notions of merit in ways that honor our highest 

standards; about expanding access for 

traditionally underserved groups; about securing 

our democracy’s future.

posse touches on these and many other 

related issues, which explains why so many 

have taken such a keen interest. as a result, 

posse has grown from a barely visible ripple 

in the sea of higher education to one of the 

most well‑known and highly regarded youth 

leadership development and college access 

programs in the country. the ripple is fast 

becoming a wave, as posse Scholars continue 

to achieve great things in college and beyond in 

ever‑increasing numbers.

this report features renowned leaders in various 

fields—from philanthropy to politics—for 

whom the work of posse resonates deeply. 

We are indebted to them and the many posse 

supporters who lend their voice, talents and 

resources to help create better opportunities 

for others, and who see in posse a good reason 

to care.

10  GaSton Caperton, President, The College Board; Former Governor, West Virginia

11  Derek Bok, President Emeritus, Harvard University

20  Gary orFielD, Co-founder, The Civil Rights Project, Harvard University; 

Co-director, The Civil Rights Project/Proyecto Derechos Civiles , UCLA; 

Professor, UCLA Graduate School of Education 

21  patriCia GánDara, Co-director, The Civil Rights Project/Proyecto Derechos Civiles, 

UCLA; Professor, UCLA Graduate School of Education

34  riCharD FulD, Jr., Chairman and CEO of Lehman Brothers Holding Inc.

35  arthur Blank, Co-Founder, The Home Depot; Owner and CEO, The Atlanta Falcons; 

Chairman, President and CEO, AMB Group, LLC;  

Chairman, The Arthur M. Blank Family Foundation

 Stephanie Blank, Trustee, The Arthur M. Blank Family Foundation

40  BaraCk oBama



concept

posse started because of one student who 

said, “i never would have dropped out of 

college if i had my posse with me.”  the 

posse Foundation, founded in 1989, identifies 

public high school students with extraordinary 

academic and leadership potential who may 

be overlooked by traditional college selection 

processes. the Foundation extends to these 

students the opportunity to pursue personal 

and academic excellence by placing them in 

supportive, multicultural teams (“posses”) of 10 

students. the Foundation’s partner universities 

award posse Scholars four‑year, full‑tuition 

leadership scholarships.

mission
1 

to expand the pool from which top colleges and universities 

can recruit outstanding young leaders from diverse 

backgrounds;

2 
to help these institutions build more interactive campus 

environments so that they can become more welcoming 

institutions for people from all backgrounds;

3to ensure that posse Scholars persist in their academic 

studies and graduate so they can take on leadership 

positions in the workforce.

posse has 
three goals

One of the 
primary 
aims of 
the Posse 
Program is 
to train these 
leaders of 
tomorrow.the concept of a posse works for both students 

and college campuses, and is rooted in the 

belief that a small, diverse group of talented 

students—a posse—carefully selected and 

trained, can serve as a catalyst for increased 

individual and community development. as 

the united States becomes an increasingly 

multicultural society, posse believes that the 

leaders of this new century should reflect the 

country’s rich demographic mix, and that the 

key to a promising future for our nation rests 

on the ability of strong leaders from diverse 

backgrounds to develop consensus solutions 

to complex social problems. one of the primary 

aims of the posse program is to train these 

leaders of tomorrow.



Pre-Collegiate 
Training
From January to august of their senior year in 

high school, posse Scholars meet weekly with 

staff trainers and their posse peers for two‑hour 

workshops. the training program consists of 

workshops that address four areas: 1) team 

building and group support, 2) cross‑cultural 

communication, 3) leadership and becoming 

an active agent of change on campus and 

4) academic excellence. the goal of the training 

program is to prepare Scholars for leadership 

roles on campus and for the high‑level 

academic expectations of their colleges.

the poSSe proGram aChieVeS itS GoalS throuGh Four proGram ComponentS: 
1) reCruitment, 2) pre‑ColleGiate traininG proGram, 3) CampuS proGram anD 4) Career proGram.

Recruitment
From September to December each year, posse 

conducts the Dynamic assessment process 

(Dap), a unique evaluation method designed 

to identify young leaders who might be missed 

by traditional admissions criteria but who can 

excel at selective colleges and universities. 

using non‑traditional forums to evaluate 

potential, Dap offers students an opportunity to 

demonstrate their intrinsic leadership abilities, 

their skill at working in a team setting, and 

their motivation and desire to succeed. Dap 

has proven to be an extremely effective tool 

for identifying outstanding young leaders. in a 

three‑part process, including large group and 

individual interviews, posse staff and university 

partner administrators ultimately select a 

diverse group of 10 students for each college or 

university, thus forming a “posse.”

Campus Program
the Campus program works to ensure the 

retention of posse Scholars and to increase 

the impact of the Scholars and the program on 

the college campus. posse staff members visit 

each university four times a year for meetings 

with posse Scholars, campus liaisons and on‑

campus mentors. each mentor meets weekly 

with the posse as a team and with individual 

Scholars every two weeks during the first two 

years in college. in addition, posse facilitates 

an annual weekend‑long posseplus retreat 

attended by members of the larger student 

body, faculty and administration with the goal of 

discussing an important campus issue identified 

by posse Scholars.

Career Program
the Career program supports posse Scholars as 

they transition from being leaders on campus to 

becoming leaders in the workforce. posse plays 

an integral role in the professional development 

of these young people by providing them 

with the tools and opportunities necessary to 

secure highly competitive and career‑enhancing 

internships and jobs. one of the ways posse 

achieves this is by partnering with exceptional 

companies and organizations, both nationally 

and abroad. the Career program has three core 

components: 1) the internship program, 2) 
Career Services and 3) the alumni network.

boston
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preSiDent emerituS, 
harVarD uniVerSity

derek bok

The Posse Foundation 
has created a magic 
formula that is helping 
to identify and support 
students who would 
not have found their 
way to the top without 
it. Through great 
innovation and hard 
work, Posse is creating 
tomorrow’s leaders 
who will reflect the 
diversity of our great 
nation. Deborah Bial is 
a remarkable visionary 
and leader.”

As an educator, I 
am well aware of 
the weaknesses in 
conventional methods 
of evaluating applicants 
for admission to college. 
There are undoubtedly 
many young people 
who could bring great 
benefit to their college 
and to society yet who 
somehow lack all the 
credentials required 
to gain admission to 
a selective college. 
In identifying such 
students and giving 
them the financial help 
they need, the Posse 
Foundation makes a 
valuable contribution 
to the ideals of equal 
opportunity which we 
all share.”

gaston caperton
preSiDent, the ColleGe BoarD 
Former GoVernor, WeSt VirGinia



year established: 2007. new college and university partners: Boston 

University and The College of Wooster signed on to become Posse Atlanta’s 

first partner institutions. nominations: Posse Atlanta’s outreach efforts reaped 

huge dividends, as close to 500 nominations poured in from every Atlanta 

public high school.scholarship dollars awarded by partner colleges and 
universities: Boston University and The College of Wooster awarded $2.4 

million in scholarships to 24 public high school students. advisory board: 
The generous contributions of the board, led insightfully and enthusiastically 

by Phil Pead, were critical to Atlanta’s first-year success. press highlight: The 

Atlanta Journal Constitution featured Posse Atlanta on December 24 in a 

front-page story that focused on the exciting opportunities made possible by 

Posse Atlanta. event highlight: Posse Atlanta’s first Awards Ceremony was 

a huge success. More than 150 gathered at the Georgia-Pacific Corporation 

Auditorium to celebrate the new Scholars.

City report
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City report

year established: 1999. nominations: Posse Boston received nominations 

from 75 community-based organizations and all 36 public high schools in the 

region. scholarship dollars awarded by partner colleges and universities:  
Six million dollars in Posse Scholarships were awarded to 62 students. Since 

Posse Boston’s founding, 277 Scholars have won more than $27 million in 

scholarships. student highlight: Geoff Hicks of Hamilton Posse 5 was one of 

10 students in his sophomore class (and one of three Posse Boston Scholars) 

awarded Hamilton College’s prestigious Charles A. Dana Prize for character, 

leadership and academic achievement. advisory board: Boston’s dynamic 

advisory board, led by Trish Arnold, helped Boston increase its revenue by 

more than 30 percent over revenue raised in 2006 and by more than 105 

percent of that raised in 2005. press highlight: In March, Posse Boston was 

featured on the Common Wealth Journal, an award-winning weekly public affairs 

radio program produced by the University of Massachusetts and broadcast 

to more than 70,000 listeners. career program highlights: Goodwin Procter 

LLP, Pearson, Putnam Investments, and Reebok International, Ltd. became 

new Career partners. In addition, Boston launched its Career Program Mentor 

Series, during which senior executives and key community leaders discussed 

their career paths with Scholars.



year established: 2000. nominations: An impressive 1,500 public high 

school students were nominated by 433 public high schools and community-

based organizations. Ninety-five percent of all high schools in the region 

were represented. scholarship dollars awarded by partner colleges and 
universities: Seven million dollars in scholarships were awarded to 72 new 

Scholars in 2007. Chicago has awarded more than $45 million to 445 students 

since it opened its doors. student highlight: Jeyson Florez of DePauw Posse 3 

won a Fulbright Fellowship to study the economic effects of eco-tourism and 

other economic development policies in Costa Rica. advisory board: Under 

Eric Macey’s skillful leadership, the board grew and fundraising revenues 

increased by an incredible 55 percent. career program highlights: Banco 

Popular, Chicago Trading Company, Nordstrom, Pearson, and William Blair 

& Company became new Career partners. Posse Chicago also hosted a hugely 

successful career fair at which 15 partner companies interviewed more than 70 

Scholars and Alumni for summer internships and full-time job opportunities. 

press highlights: The Chicago Sun-Times, Chicago Tribune and The DePauw each 

ran feature-length stories about Chicago Scholars. 

year established: 2002. nominations: Aggressive outreach efforts resulted 

in  841 nominations from 128 public high schools and 28 community-

based organizations. scholarship dollars awarded by partner colleges 

and universities: A total of $3 million in Scholarships was awarded to 31 

Posse Scholars. To date, 192 students have won more than $19 million in 

scholarships. student highlight: Grinnell Posse 1 Scholar Tamrah Collins 

received the coveted Boston Red Sox Fellowship to work on a brand 

development project researching various ways to attract diverse audiences 

to Boston’s historic Fenway Park. advisory board: The board, under Eric 

Beckman’s leadership, helped Posse Los Angeles raise 56 percent more in 

individual board donations and increase its revenue by 31 percent. career 

program highlights: The Career Program expanded its list of partners to 

include Barlow Respiratory Hospital Foundation; Creative Artists Agency; 

The Capital Group Companies; Fox Networks Group; Gay & Lesbian Alliance 

Against Defamation (GLAAD); Health Net, Inc.; Los Angeles Unified School 

District Ethics Office; MTV Networks; and STAPLES Center Foundation.
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Posse understands how 
critical it is to provide 
opportunities for 
success to students who 
are often underserved 
by our current systems 
of education. Posse’s 
ingenious cohort model 
not only provides a 
built-in peer mentoring 
mechanism, but 
becomes a powerful 
vehicle for collective 
leadership both on 
campus and in the 
workforce.”

The dream of truly 
diverse education in 
integrated colleges has 
been under relentless 
attack by opponents 
of affirmative action 
who have succeeded in 
enacting bans in several 
states. Standardized 
testing usually just 
reflects social and 
educational advantages. 
It is vitally important 
to find and implement 
other ways to assess 
students of color with 
great potential and 
to support them into 
college. Posse is a 
national leader in 
this effort.” gary orfield

Co‑FounDer, the CiVil riGhtS proJeCt, harVarD uniVerSity
Co‑DireCtor, the CiVil riGhtS proJeCt/proyeCto DereChoS CiVileS, uCla
proFeSSor, uCla GraDuate SChool oF eDuCation

patricia gándara
Co‑DireCtor, the CiVil riGhtS proJeCt/proyeCto DereChoS CiVileS, uCla 
proFeSSor, uCla GraDuate SChool oF eDuCation



arChiteCtS ($1,000,000+)
tortora Sillcox Family Foundation
Sharon and timothy h. ubben & the ubben Foundation
W.k. kellogg Foundation

aGentS oF ChanGe 
($250,000–$1,000,000)

the arthur m. Blank Family Foundation
anson and Debra Beard, Jr.
CeDar Foundation
the Garrett and mary moran Family Foundation
laurie and Jeff ubben

innoVatorS ($100,000–$250,000)
Suzanne and michael l. ainslie and the ainslie   

 Foundation, inc.
the morris and Gwendolyn Cafritz Foundation
Citi Foundation
anthony and Christie de nicola
the paul and phyllis Fireman Charitable Foundation
Goldman, Sachs & Co.
lehman Brothers
lloyd G. Balfour Foundation, Bank of america, trustee
lone pine Foundation
karin and philip pead
time Warner inc.

leaDerS ($50,000–$100,000)
altman Foundation
the angell Foundation
the Boston Foundation
the Brinson Foundation
the Capital Group Companies Charitable Foundation
Carnegie Corporation of new york
Beverly and Wade Fetzer iii
Jean and John hatfield
hSBC‑north america
infor Global Solutions
the James irvine Foundation
Jpmorgan Chase Foundation
Denise and eric macey
Bruce and Connie macleod
Col. Stanley r. mcneil Foundation
nestle Waters north america inc.
new york State
martha and Dana robes
the rosalinde and arthur Gilbert Foundation
Select equity Group Foundation
anson & Debra Beard, Jr. and Family
Sandra and ray Wirta
yearley Family Foundation

BeneFaCtorS ($25,000‑$50,000)

the ahmanson Foundation
arie & ida Crown memorial
Carole parsons Bailey
Banco popular Foundation
Bloomberg
Blue Cross Blue Shield of massachusetts
Judy and russell l. Carson
Chicago trading Company
Clark Charitable Foundation
anthony Collerton & Galen Sherer
D & r Fund
the Joseph Drown Foundation
the eisner Foundation
Friedman, Billings, and ramsey Charitable Foundation
the Glades Foundation
niki and Joe Gregory and the niki and Joe Gregory   

 Charitable Foundation
ellen and andrew hauptman
Barbara and ted Janulis
Susan and richard kiphart
trustees of linde Family Foundation Fund
lloyd a. Fry Foundation
the marpat Foundation
paula and thomas mcinerney
priscilla and Donald k. miller
mtV networks
osa Foundation
polk Bros. Foundation
Christina and Jim price
paul J. Quiner
amy and larry robbins
Susie Scher and allison Grover

albert J. Speh, Jr. and Claire r. Speh Foundation
the Starr Foundation
F. Chapman taylor and Grace Boey taylor

partnerS ($15,000–$25,000)
american express Company
at&t Foundation and the united Way of Greater  

 los angeles 
William and ann Bain and the William W. Bain, Jr. Charitable 

trust
alastair and Jeanine Borthwick
Circle of Service Foundation
Bonnie and louis Cohen, h & i rubenstein Charitable   

 Foundation
Jane and paul Shang
Dyson Foundation
ernst & young llp

michele Ganeless
David herro and Jay Franke
hillsdale Fund
Johnson Family Foundation
Susan lyne
George h. and Jane a. mifflin memorial Fund
the moody’s Foundation
the o.p. & W.e. edwards Foundation, inc.
marcia and kevin reilly
the Sartain lanier Family Foundation, inc.
Susan and Gene Shanks
Shook, hardy & Bacon llp
State Street Foundation, inc.
lisa and mark Walsh
edwin S. Webster Foundation
Wellington management Company, llp Charitable Fund
Jim and linda White
the Xerox Foundation

mentorS ($10,000–$15,000)
ahmed alali

ambac assurance Corporation
anonymous (3)
Bank of america
Jaynee Strickstein‑Beckman and eric Beckman
Janet and John p. Bent Jr. and the John p. Bent, Jr.   

 Charitable lead unitrust
Blum‑kovler Foundation
John and Jacolyn Bucksbaum
mark Carlin
melissa and marc Cohen
Deborah ruosch Conrad and Will Conrad
the Cosette Charitable Fund
Dorothy and James Currie
eastern Bank Charitable Foundation
Dolores eyler
Joan Fabry and mike klein
ken Feinberg
helen and Brian D. Fitzgerald and the Brian and helen   

Fitzgerald Fund
Fried, Frank, harris, Shriver & Jacobson llp
Ge Corporate Financial Services
Sheila Gold Foundation
James F. halpin
Johnson Family Foundation
the Judy Family
mr. and mrs. michael l. keiser
kirkland & ellis llp
Steven lefkowitz ‑ Caxton‑iseman Capital, inc.
the lifeboat Foundation

the lynch Foundation
abigail Jones and Jeffrey mandell
margaret and michael meiners
the eugene & agnes e. meyer Foundation
moriah Fund
peggy and Walter nelson
northern trust Charitable trust
northrop Grumman Corporation
prince Charitable trusts
Diana and Bruce rauner
reuters
russell reynolds associates
Schoenberg Family Foundation
pamela Shriver
alison Sternberg
argie and oscar tang
the travelers Companies, inc.

the trotter Family Foundation
Sukey n. Wagner
the Weissberg Foundation

anonymous in honor of Carol and Theresa Wilson

amBaSSaDorS ($5,000–$10,000)
lawson and Clint allen
allstate insurance Company
amB property Corporation
trish and Chris arnold
mr. and mrs. Samuel p. Bartlett and the Bartlett  

 Family Fund
Beatrix Finston padway Charitable trust ‑ arts and   

 education
anne k. Bingaman
Frank Brosens and Deenie Brosens Foundation
mary Jo otsea and richard Brown
Chicago Board of trade Foundation
Comer Science & educational Foundation
Con edison

edith Cooper and robert taylor
hester k. Diamond
arthur Dubow Foundation
margaret and martin Frederic evans
Salvatore Ferragamo
kathy & richard S. Fuld, Jr. Foundation, inc.
meg and Bennett Goodman
loraine and William Graham
Grinnell College
richard & mica hadar Foundation
pamela and George F. hamel, Jr.
robert W. harles
the harman Family Foundation
the Westport Fund
harris Bank Foundation
health net, inc.
Carol hathaway and alan hunken
roy a. hunt Foundation
Susan hunter
Darlene and Gerald Jordan
mary ann kenny Smith
Julia and Gary killian
kathy and John kissick
margaret koster and Joseph koerner
tim and tanya krochuk
los angeles lakers youth Foundation
alec macmillan
the harold & Dorothy marbut trust, administered by 

Wachovia trust
Barbara and richard metzler
mrs. Frances S. moyer and the Sykes moyer Fund
kenneth and Josie natori
nellie mae education Foundation
new york times Foundation
the overbrook Foundation
mr. and mrs. Joseph m. paresky
amy and John phelan
Debbie and John phillips
the plymouth rock Foundation
kathy and Joseph pretlow

robert o. preyer
kevin a. Quinn
Sheila and tom rabaut
robert m. raiff
Jan and Chip raymond
Jami Gertz and tony ressler
David m. riley
the rogers Foundation
howard and Debbie Schiller
Sandra and ronald Schutz
kathy Sanderson and Frank Sesno
the Sexton Family Foundation
the Spring Creek Foundation
penelope and robert Steiner
eva and marc Stern
the hattie m. Strong Foundation
Synergetics
taconic Capital advisors, lp
kate and mitchell Watson
Wells Family Foundation, inc.
Steven e. Wheeler
James Wilcox
pete and tammy Wissinger

Darlene and Gerald Jordan in honor of  
 Michael Ainslie’s Chair of Board retirement

Sheila and tom rabaut in honor of Frank Sesno
robert m. raiff in honor of Michael Ainslie
Sandra and ronald Schutz in memory of Lottie Buck
Steven e. Wheeler in honor of Garrett B. Wheeler and   

Brooke D. Grandwetter

the posse Foundation grows with the generosity 

of its donors. With your support, posse is 

cultivating the next generation of leaders and 

helping posse Scholars and their families 

achieve their dreams. By 2020, posse will be 

in 10 cities, work with 80 university partners, 

recruit 1,000 students each year, and support 

4,000 posse Scholars on campuses across the 

country annually. additionally, there will be an 

estimated 7,000 posse alumni in the workforce. 

this new kind of national leadership network 

is unprecedented in american history and will 

truly represent the evolving demographics of 

the american population. posse Scholars and 

alumni are becoming role models for future 

generations—diversifying the decision making 

tables of our country and contributing to our 

communities in meaningful and innovative ways. 

on behalf of the more than 2,200 Scholars you 

have enabled posse to serve, thank you.

patricia e. lummus

richard p. kiphart with Depauw posse 2 
alumnus Vincent Greer (Chicago).

Joe and kathy pretlow with daughter alexa

alison Sternberg with daughter Sophia

ahmed alali and X

mark Carlin and his wife liza mae.

Gail harmon



FrienDS ($1,000–$5,000)
neal abraham
the ada harris maley memorial Fund
rebecca and David ainslie
Colin and melody anderson
maren anderson and earl Collier
Jamie and Daniel andriano
anonymous (5)
ares management, lp
Jennifer and Joseph armetta
Doris and laurence ashkin
lissa and Bill august
norma Jean autry‑Cook, rice posse 1 (new york)   

 alumna
amin and Julie khoury
Susan and James Bartlett
melissa Davis and Dror Bar‑ziv
Charles e. and Christina m. Bascom and the Bascom   

 Charitable Foundation
Doña adler and Giles Bateman
the Dorothy G. Bender Foundation, inc.
robbie oxnard Bent and David Bent
lucy a. Commoner and richard S. Berry
Deborah Bial and Bob herbert
kathy and Jerry Biederman
the John n. Blackman Sr. Foundation
Gail and irwin Bliss
Susan and James Blomberg
Christine Boeke and Bill Jenks
Sarah Greenwood and Joe Bondi
Dorothy and thomas Borders
Susan and ted Bosler
Gretchen and Julian Brigden
lowell l. Bryan
Fred W. Brzozowski Jr.
Wayne and Jacqueline Budd
Steve and Gretchen Burke
Business intelligence advisors, inc.
mr. and mrs. robert t. Butler
Bellevue Fund
John Byrne
nora and Jack Capers
Gaston and idit Caperton
Capital Guardian trust Company
marion Dawson Carr
Jane and David Casper
ronald G. Casty Family Foundation
Celeste Center
Betsy and James Chaffin
G. michael kenny
lee Chong
John m. Christian

the Cimarron Funds
mr. eli Cohen and Dr. Virginia Grace Cohen
Sue and John Cole
the College Board
mr. and mrs. William F. Conger
Stephania and Donald Conrad
rosemary and John Croghan
Betty neal Crutcher and ronald Crutcher 
robert F. Cummings, Jr.
Brownlee Currey Foundation
Dammann Fund, inc.
lise Scott and D. ronald Daniel
robert and marletta Darnall Family Charitable Fund
Wendy and James Daverman & the robert J. Daverman   

Foundation
margot and Jonathan Davis
Justine Fasciano and Joseph Delgado
philip J. Dempsey
marcia and richard DeWolfe and the DeWolfe Family   

 Fund
Jill Dilosa and robert merritt
honorable David n. Dinkins and mrs. Joyce Dinkins
George Dionisopoulos
James D. Dixon
robin and richard Donnelley
Barbara eliades and Scott Dunham
the edmond n. & Virginia h. moriarty Foundation, inc.
mr. and mrs. edmond i. eger iii
lisa and Sanford B. ehrenkranz
Gary m. elden
Gail and al engelberg
Jim and Jennifer esposito
evergreen investments
Fairview Capital partners, inc.
patricia and nicholas Fasciano
laura and John Fisher
patricia White and Daniel Flatley
lynne and mark Florian
Brian Foist
Forsythe Family Fund
richard a. Forsythe
Colleen Foster
Franklin & marshall College
mr. and mrs. Bruce Freedman
Carol and Bernard Freibaum
lucy n. Friedman
paul Frio
lori and Simon Furie
Steven Ganeless
linda and Wilbur Gantz
Gardner, underwood & Bacon, llC
Donald Gellert

Jim George
arlene and Charles Gibson
errol and margaret Glasser
Dale a. Glick
the Glickenhaus Foundation
laura Stein and Sam Goldfeder
karen and Jay Goodgold
melissa Gordon and James mceleney
David and kirsten Gould
Jennifer and David Graf
Bryan Greene
Joan F. Greene
lois perelson‑Gross and Stewart Gross
Grubman indursky & Shire, p.C.
anne and ridgeway hall
molly and lee hamilton
Carol and James hansen & the hansen‑Furnas   

 Foundation, inc.
Dawn and leon harris
harvard university/office of the assistant to the   

 president
hearst magazines on behalf of Susan lyne
Doug herzog
akemi and robert hong
Carole & James hunt Family Fund
t. kendall hunt
Denise and al hurley
international and Corporate Bankers of Chicago
iris and angelo ioffreda
Chris and andi Jenny
Sheree and andrew Johnson
peter kamin
Carol and arnie kanter
meredith and David kaplan
amy and marty kaplan
kaplan Foundation Fund
Barbara kates‑Garnick, phD and marc Garnick, mD
henry and elaine kaufman and the henry & elaine   

 kaufman Foundation
keckley

Shawn and Christopher kerns
kerns, Frost & pearlman llp
karen kerr
angela ortiz and anik khambhla
helen and ray killian
melissa and Scott klein
Bill and harper knowles
hiroko kono
rosemary kotkowski
laura and richard kracum
Dana and Steven krumholz
kurzman Family Fund
Connie and peter lacaillade
laSalle Bank
Susan h. lawrence
amanda leiter
Gabrielle and richard lesser
irving & roberta lewis Charitable Foundation
Diane and James light
Bari lipp Foundation
Caroline h. little and Dan Burton
longVue advisors
Chris lorenzen
louis r. lurie Foundation
anne and edward lyman
annie and Douglas mabie
liz mahaffey
Beth and richard marcus
marks paneth & Shron llp
nick markwardt
Jennifer marre
maryann and robert marston
roxanne and rocco martino
michael S. maurer
mayer Brown llp
kathleen l. mcGirr
melcher & tucker Consultants, llC
mercer
Sue and eugene mercy, Jr.
mesa Development, llC
leslie and michael meyers
microsoft Corporation
edward mitchell
lawrence mondry
anne and mead montgomery
J. D. moriarty
laura and lee munder
neal, Gerber & eisenberg llp
Jonathan and Dorothy nelson
monique l. nelson‑Butts, Vanderbilt posse 3 (new york)   

alumna
l. Diane Sawyer and mike nichols

novack and macey llp
nuveen investments
Joe and kathy o’Donnell
Sharon and William oglesby
Sarah ondaatjie
Stacy and keith palagye
Jane and larry price
lynne and tim palmer
Gail and howard paster
peak 6 investments, lp
penguin Group (uSa)
perls Foundation
roger and pam phillips Weston
michael & margaret picotte Foundation
Barbara pollard and mitchell Stein
lynn povich and Stephen Shepard
Judi powers
Jimmy l. price iii
pricewaterhouseCoopers
the privateBank
adam and amanda Quinton
zaheeda and nav rahemtulla
William D. rahm
mary and John raitt
karen and irwin redlener
reebok international, ltd.
phyllis reed
Genie and Donald rice
laura ricketts and heidi Grathouse
Candace and ethan riegelhaupt
Carol and paul rigby
peter risafi
Barbara paul robinson
Susan and Bruce rodgers
rachel and John rodin
pamela and William ross
David and karen richards Sachs
the Sallie mae Fund
Connie and John Sargent
katherine m. Scardino
nancy and nelson Schaenen
nancy and norman Scher
Schiff hardin llp
Barbara and robert Schmid
Jolie Schwab and David hodes
the Shelby Family Foundation
Jackie and William Shiner
mitchell and louis Shulman Charitable Foundation
Janet Singer
Susan and michael Smith
mary and David m. Solomon
Sony pictures entertainment

the Spiritus Gladius Foundation
Steans Family Foundation
Janet l. Steinmayer
Fredericka and howard Stevenson
Barbara and David Stone
Sabin and Beverley Streeter
tobey and John taylor
lynn and mark taylor
Jennifer and erich tengelsen
mr. and mrs. W. nicholas thorndike
mr. and mrs. Walter S. tomenson, Jr.
elaine and Jaap tonckens
Glen e. tullman
u S Bank
Dagmar and George unhoch
union Bank of California
mary and rajneesh Vig
mary and robert Vihon
elissa and arnold Wadler
elizabeth Cecil and David Wagner
kristie Wallace and michael irwin
lou and Dwight Walton
the Washington post Company
lis and richard Waterman
mary and William Watt
the paul Bechtner Foundation
Vicky l. Weber
anne and marcus Wedner
kathy and Gordon Weil
roberta Weintraub
ralph and Gizelda Willard
Jane and Jerry Williams
patricia Wilson Fridley and Gary Fridley
evan Winkler
the Winokur Family Foundation
pamela and Guy Wisinski
ann B. Woolner
nancy Friedman and michael zinn
michael zugay

anonymous in honor of Jeffrey Ubben
kathy and Jerry Biederman in honor of Rudy and   

 Nicole Ash’s wedding
Christine Boeke and Bill Jenks in honor of Rob Mitchell   

for being a dedicated NY City Public School teacher
lee Chong in memory of Peter Ainslie
robert and marletta Darnall Family Charitable Fund in   

honor of Tim Ubben
patricia White and Daniel Flatley in honor of  

 Garrett Moran
lucy n. Friedman in honor of Nancy Vickers
arlene and Charles Gibson in honor of Nancy Vickers

laura Stein and Sam Goldfeder in honor of Jaynee and   
Eric Beckman for their tireless efforts

lois perelson‑Gross and Stewart Gross in honor of   
 Michael Ainslie

Carole & James hunt Family Fund in honor of  
 Michael Ainslie for all is devotion to Posse

Denise and al hurley in honor of Nancy Vickers
karen kerr in honor of Nancy Vickers
helen and ray killian in honor of Trish Arnold
longVue advisors in honor of Joseph Paresky’s work for   

this Foundation
Stacy and keith palagye in honor of Michael Ainslie
lynne and tim palmer in honor of Jon Biotti
Gail and howard paster in honor of Bonnie Cohen
roger and pam phillips Weston in honor of Eric Macey   

for his work with Posse
lynn povich and Stephen Shepard in honor of  

 Susan Lyne
Barbara paul robinson in honor of Nancy Vickers
Janet l. Steinmayer in honor of Nancy Vickers
Glen e. tullman in honor of Phil Pead
Vicky l. Weber in honor of Nancy Vickers
anne and marcus Wedner in honor of Eric Macey
evan Winkler in honor of Craig Wadler and the Posse   

Los Angeles Advisory Board

FanS ($100–$1,000)
36 Foundation, inc.
ina and Stephen abrams
Jacqueline Jones and Jeffrey abramson
kwaku acheampong, Depauw posse 5 (new york)   

 alumnus
maggie rock and roderick adams
ellen ainslie
katherine and michael ainslie
lawson and lars albright
martina albright and Jon Bernstein
lee and nile albright
Dr. David and anne altchek
Sara amin
Ginger Geoffrey and John andelin
erika andersen and Scott Cronin
eliza and michael anderson
richard a. anderson
martha and Stephen anderson
anonymous (17)
Judith and alan appelbaum
alec appelbaum
James S. ardrey Jr.
Chase and nicole arnold
Chris and Connie arnold
milton h. arnold

David atkins
aXa Foundation
lynn and Doug ayer
Carolyn l. Bailey
robert S. Baizer
Shalanda h. Baker
lenz C. Balan, Bowdoin posse 1 (Boston) alumnus
michael and margie Baldwin
elizabeth Ballantine and paul leavitt
Bradley D. Barbera
Sarah and larry Barden
Doug Barker
Sue and kit Barrow
karen Batchelder
Gale and thomas Beaton
Sarah Beatty‑Buller and mark Buller
tony Beetano
lisa and Jordan Bender
CeJ and marijane Benner Browne
harriet trop and robert Bennett
Joel t. Berelson
marjorie and Barry Berg
michael J. Berger
laurie and paul Berlinguet
erin and ethan Bernau
emma l. Berndt
mitchell Bernstein
mary herlihy and Gregory Bialecki
rico Blancaflor, Vanderbilt posse 5 (new york) alumnus
laura and lloyd Blankfein
mr. and mrs. r. William Blasdale
marla Bleavins
paul and marcia Bleeker
Fred Blesi
Shaun and andy Block
alicia and William Blodgett
Steven B. Bloomfield
Jeffrey Blount
Beth and Charles Boehrer
Catherine and Charles Boone
mr. and mrs. William n. Booth
Susan S. Boren
lynn Borton and David kolker
Gregory Boverman
linda Bowen and Dennis keefe
penny Bragonier and Frank mead
marjorie m. Bride
arthur and kay Brief
linda and Gary Briskman
Jane Brock‑Wilson
Carylee & Steven Bronstein Family Foundation
Shauna Brown

eli Cohen with his wife Virginia and son henry



robby Browne
Jessica l. Bruce
adam Brumer, Grinnell posse 1 (los angeles) alumnus
Jennifer Shea and peter Bruns
Doris J. Bryant
noreen and kenneth Buckfire
robert Bullard
Dean l. and rosemarie Buntrock Foundation
kaitlin Burek
kennett F. Burnes
mrs. Carleton Burr
Cathy and herb Buscher
robert Bush and margaret o’hara
kara and Daniel Busiel
anne t. Buttrick
mary Cadagin
Cynthia and Jonathan Calder
mr. and mrs. Craig r. Callen
Dana Wood and andrew Campbell
Gillie Campbell
l. Corbin Campbell
Bridget and matthew Campbell
Capital resource management, inc.
Carlos e. Carela, Vanderbilt posse 6 (new york) alumnus
eva marie Carney
holly and Christopher Carollo
rita and Stephan Carrier
erika r. Carter
karen and Jay Case
Susan G. Case
John Cembrook
Frankie Cevallos, rice posse 2 (new york) alumna
eleanor and nicholas Chabraja
Jane B. Chandler
elizabeth and Jay Chandler
ellen and David Chapman
robert a. Chapman
nancy and keith Charles
Jane and roger Cheever
Camille DeFrank and edward Chez
Wendy Chivian
purnell and Joan Choppin
elizabeth Chow
emma and George Christopher
mary Churchman
Jim Clark, Depauw posse 1 (new york) alumnus
leslie and ray Clevenger
marc a. Cohen
Susan Cohen landscape architect
evelyn and Stephen Colbert and the Colbert Family Fund   

of Coastal Community Foundation
natalie F. Colmore

isaac Colon, Depauw posse 6 (new york) alumnus
Community Foundation for the national Capital region   

on behalf of marcy mistrett
lucy and Brian Conboy
Cherie Conrad
Donna and George Converse
loretta and Jonathan Cook
tom Cook
Cooper Fabrics
kahane Corn and Jeff Cooperman
lauren Corrao
Boris Coto, rice posse 2 (new york) alumna
karen and John Cowden
melissa Cox takeuchi
melissa Cramer
Don Cronson
heidi Cruise
Joan p. and ronald C. Curhan Family Fund
Diana Daniels
mark D. Davies
melchor Demetria
Barbara and Charles Denison
ralph Destino
marc Diamond
peter C. Diamond
David Dickinson
Carol and Jim Dildine
Justin Dillon
Shelley and timothy Dolan
Sarah and patric Donahue
lisa and oliver Dow
eleanor and David Driscoll
Deann Dubey
lynn and robert Ducommun
elaine and Stuart Duhl
kelleigh Dulany
Jan h. Dunn
patrick Durkin
Jeanne and J. Breckenridge eagle
pamela and martin edel
Carla and Jay edelston
lois and Charles edwards
Jamal m. edwards
Sue and paul efron
mollie eisenberg
Stephanie elliman
Jane and robert elliott
Jessica ellsworth
Jason e. engel
Joan & leonard engle Family Foundation
episcopal Diocese of long island
Suzanne and Joseph ercole

michael esposito and Cynthia redel
Stacey Facter
Barbara e. Fargo
Jo Champa Farrell and Joseph Farrell
Cora de leon and matthew Fasciano
rosemary Feit and matt moren
naomi and Daniel Feldman
Colleen and kirk Ferguson
matthew Ferraguto and Sallie permar
Sueanne and C.e. Field
mr. and mrs. Daniel Finkelman
Joseph m. Finley
karen and andy Fisher
louise and J. richard Fisher
Gabrielle and David Fitzgerald
David Fleishman
Bess and michael Foley
angela Ford
Burch and Brian Ford
David B. Ford
leroy Foster, Vanderbilt posse 7 (new york) alumnus
Christy and W. Craig Fowler
edy and Sol Freedman
Simon Friedman
michelle and David Fries
margo Calvetti and timothy Frost
margo and richard Funke
lynn and mark Gallagher
Gannett Welsh & kotler, llC
pamela Gannon
Danielle V. Garcia
Deborah and ralph Gardner
ricki Gardner
eric Gates
Bill & melinda Gates Foundation: matching Gifts program
Donna and Bill Gela
mark r. Genender
angus and mary Stuart Gephart
George Gephart, Jr.
patti and ronald Gern
Charlene and thomas Giannetti
anthony Gittens
Jennifer and Jon Glaudemans
michelle Cardella and Stuart Gold
Sharon and mark Goldman
Carol Goldsmith
Jason Gong, Dickinson posse 2 (new york) alumnus
John and anne Gorczyca
merrill and Charles Gottesman
karen Graham
natalee Graham, Brandeis posse 1 (new york) alumna
regina romero and Quentin Graham

Sam and Gerry Gray
michelle and Danny Greenberg
amy and michael Grenier
patricia Dunn Grey
robin and robert Grosser
ethan Grossman
robert m. Grossman
michela Gunn
allison Gurnitz
Sheila and Joseph Gutman
Jane hale and William Bicknell
Joshua hale
Denis halliwell
nina halper
Dorothy hamilton
harry m. hardwick iii
andrea hargrave and Jason White
Cyndy and Greg harrington
Clinton and margaret harris
Johanna a. harris
Judith B. Stephenson and Scott harshbarger
peter and Florence hart
mary hartnett
John h. hauser
Shirley hays
nicole and larry heath
patricia and richard heffern
annie Geraghty and paul helms
kip helverson and neal Steiner
Gordon D. henderson
kathryn and William henderson
roland a. hernandez
Caroline l. herter
richard e. and Vicki mech hester
milton p. higgins, iii
p & p higgins Fund
richard hill
Diane and Steve hirschhorn
Stephen ho
holland & knight Charitable Foundation, inc.
Chris hollinger
Cynthia and ron holmberg
elizabeth and Walter holt
michael hooks
merritt hooper
lynne and Joseph horning
rebecca hornstein
mr. James S. hoyte and ms. norma Dinnall
Quincy huggins, Vanderbilt posse 5 (new york) alumnus
Francis o. and elizabeth m. hunnewell Foundation
lori hunt
Sandra hurse

lee hutter
Barbara lyne and mel immergut
the innovative Companies, llC
nancy isaacs
Cathy and Ben iselin
David e. isenberg
elaine and robert Jachino
Gardner and pamela Jackson
kyla S. Jacobs, Colby posse 6 Scholar
ann and Jerry Jaeger
the John r. Jakobson Foundation, inc.
James kaplan Companies, inc.
michael D. Jeans
Charles h. Jesser
James m. Johnson
rob Johnson
randee and Vance Johnson
Julie Johnston‑ahlen
laurence Jollon
larry Jones
Jpmorgan Chase Bank, n.a.
marge and robert Julian
Susan Julian
margo and Daniel kadjan
alan kadrofske
Cara and andrew kagan
michelle l. kane
Carol and edward kaplan
Janet and Steven kaplan
lindsey edelman and matthew karatz
adriana and marvin karno
rochelle and adam karr
esther kartiganer
leslie robinson and kenneth kates
alvin and elizabeth katz Family Fund
eileen katz
Susan and howard katz
leslie and martin katz
Sandy kazinski
Jane and robert keiter
John J. kelley
martha and George kellner
linda kellough and Gabriel reisner
kathryn and michael kennedy
tae youn J. kim, Brandeis posse 5 (new york) alumnus
Crystal G. king
Jill and Gary kirshenbaum
alyce and raymond klein
tina li and Julian kleindorfer
Joshua klevens
anne C. knipper
robert kohl

Dayle and raymond kolak
robert e. kolek
holly and ken korngiebel
elizabeth and michael kraft
apryl and michael krakovsky
Dorothy Davies and Jeremy kramer
Shermin and J. Stuart kruse
tracie and larry kugler
Guy m. kulman
michele kunitz
laura and Steven kurzrok
Carla labat
George labovitz
linda S. lacy
Sharon ladin and William Drummond
meg and Seth landefeld
Jill W. landsberg
lane tech College prep high School, Sulzer  

 principal Fund
elizabeth langel
Deborah and David lara
emily larson
michael laSalle
Betsy and Stewart lawrence
eloise p. lawrence
Sheryl and Jonathan layne
nancy and paul lederer
Denise and patrick leonard
leslie Family Foundation
the lesnik Charitable Foundation
Judy and Gordon levering
Caryn and Jon levey
leslee and lewis levey
Gloria and John levin
Sarah levin taubman and Christian taubman
nicole and David levine
Valerie and michael lewis
robert lewis, Jr.
ilona lewyckyj, Vanderbilt posse 6 (new york) alumna
Jessica and ronald liebowitz
Caroline linares
terri and Barry lind
kenneth lingo
Joanne and ethan lipsig
michael Charles litt
Claudia and George little
lara livgard
Judith and G. richard locke, m.D.
Stephanie lofgren and Craig Stinebaugh
eric lord
roger lowenstein
linda lipton and Steven lubet

Deirdre and Brad lucas
Susan and roger lumpp
Scott lundius
marshall G. lutz Foundation
Suzanne Bryson macarthur
Cindy macFarland
annesley and David macFarlane
Diana and David mack
erminia and edward mack
Victoria and James macmillan
David maher
the malkin Fund, inc.
laurie malkoff
Jennifer mann
Barbara a. manzolillo
Joyce and Fred marcus
nancy young and mitchell marinello
peter marino
Jinu mathew, Vanderbilt posse 10 (new york) alumnus
matrix Consulting
Jeanie and William matthews
kathryn S. and kevin mcCarty
peg and tom mcCausland
lisa hanes and Jim mcCloskey
Conor thomas m. mcCoy, Depauw posse 6 (new york)   

alumnus
mary mcGinn and Bernard Shapiro
louise mcGinnes
patrick mcGinnis
rose Donna and matthew mcGovern
anne mcGrail
Carla C. mcGuire
marcia mcham
Diane mckim
John and Jeanine Semrad mcShea
Daniel p. mead
Bill and ellen meagher
eric metzman
lorin and edward michaels
Cicely and robert michalak
nancy and philip miller
kimberly and timothy miller
kim mills, Vanderbilt posse 5 (new york) alumna
Judith S. miner
Christina and James minnis
martha and arthur mintzer
Susan and Joseph mistrett
Julia and richard moe
maureen and paul mohling
John C. montalbano
Sandra and Cromwell montgomery
thomas moore

Faith and Dick morningstar
J. timothy and Barbara m. morris
pamela and laurence morse
marnie Bodek and ed moss
Jeanne moutoussamy‑ashe
leslie and arthur muir
Joanne and David mullen
nancy and mickey munley
ramya murali
Susan and Quentin murphy
mary and Gerald murray
linda and David muscato
alan F. myers
Sherif and mary nada
anne J. neilson
marcy and Stuart newberger
nancy newman
elizabeth nichols
John r. nixon
the Walter & monica noel Family Foundation
mark noonan
norehad Charitable trust
ilene and Stephen novack
Clare and Geoffrey nunes
o’Brien Charitable Gift Fund
Jeanne and richard oelerich
Cara o’Flynn
o’keefe lyons & hynes, llC
amy okurowski
patrick B. o’leary
Colin o’malley, Vanderbilt posse 6 (new york) alumnus
Sarah and San orr
Susan and Bruce osborne
Brian o’toole
liza oxnard aratow and Jesse aratow

marvin G. padilla
Deborah and thomas page
Christie Weiner and richard paisner
Susan and al paladino
Julie paller
Joe palumbo
payden & rygel
leslie payson
John payton and Gay mcDougall
karen pearse
tom pearson
elizabeth and Jeffrey peek
pekin Singer Strauss asset management inc
mario pelaez and einah pelaez, lehigh posse 2 (new   

 york) alumna
Craig and Denise pernick
ethan peskowitz



mr. and mrs. Gregory l. petrini
anthony and Dorothy petsoulakis
Sara and Christopher pfaff
anne and kevin phelan
robert pike
Barbara and Cyril pinder
Saree and harvey pitt
robert J. plumb
Darcy and Jeff pollack
Jeanie pollack
Jonathan and amy poorvu
Christine and michael pope
Barbara powell
Jeanne and richard press
D’Wayne prieto, Vanderbilt posse 8 (new york) alumnus
hilary J. prouty
Francine and Gregory purcell
todd purdy
puritan Finance Corporation
Jeanne Quagliano
Daniel l. rabinowitz and ann F. thomas
alfredo and Shirley ramirez, Vanderbilt posse 1 (new   

 york) alumna
Benjamin J. randall
Bradley ray
luke raymond
Jeffery rector
Joan reilly
lisa and Christopher reilly
James reiss
Staci and eric reiter
Sheryl and alan renne
alison and richard ressler
Jennifer rhee
midge richardson
Jenny rickard
Jim righter
Barbara and David roberts
Joyce D. rodenberg
annette and Jorge rodriguez
Jessica roff
John rohrs
mark and etta rosen
nancy rosen Blackwood
Sheli and Burton rosenberg
David and Carla rosenbloom
Joan F. ross
Sam rubenstein
the Jack and Jamie rubin Charitable Fund
David J. rudis
Janna and Stanley m. rumbough Jr.
Shelby and John Saer

the Sage Group, llC
Jane m. Saks
Carlos Salcedo, Brandeis posse 4 (new york) alumnus
Saltarelli Family Foundation
Barbara and malcolm Salter
karen and alan Salzbank
peter Saravis
kevin Sargis
mark Sawyer
Janet Scardino
Judith and peter Scardino
Scott l. Scher
anthony D. Schlesinger
Catherine and kort Schnabel
mike and Jane Schoenfeld
michael Sculnick
peir and Jeffrey Serota
palak Shah
anthony Shaker
Gerald Shapiro
Carol Borden and Joel Shapiro
Valerie and lee Shapiro
leslie and michael Shechtman
rosemary Sheehan
mary and Charles Shepherd
kathleen and ross Sherbrooke
lawrence a. Sherman
Benj. e. Sherman & Sons, inc.
Jennifer Shimp
lynn and eric Siegel
marjorie and David Silverman
Joyce and Barry Silverstein
amy r. Singer
richard Singer
Donna l. Singletary
katherine and Jerome Slater
mary lou hartman and Clifford Sloan
Joan and lynn Small
alden and Barbara Smith
alia Smith
Clarke Smith
erika J. Smith, lehigh posse 2 (new york) alumna
Salwa and robert Smith
Sharon Smith
W. mason Smith iii
Jody Snider
Steven Solys
Steven hirsch and micki Sonnenblick hirsch
Dr. erica Spatz, Vanderbilt posse 4 (new york) alumna
the Speak up! program
leslie p. Spinner
Jon W. Spoerry

mrs. Walter t. St. Goar
elizabeth Starr
Jane Stauffer lewis
mr. and mrs. theodore l. Stebbins
Carol Stein
Joel a. Stein
michele and Greg Steiner
Sara mairs and Dan Steinhacker
peter Stelian
rebecca Sternthal and andrew Schiffrin
Scott J. Stevens
lee ann Stevenson
Barbara Stine
michael Stogner
Catherine m. Stone
Susan and errol Stone
matt Stouffer
alice Stowell
Colleen and michael Strening
elaine and herbert Strickstein
peggi l. Sturm
ann and George e. Summers
James m. Sumner
Gwen and Gerry Swanson
erik Swart
James C. Sweeney
Jeff Swetow
talon advisors, l.p.
tannenbaum Capital partners, llC
Joy and robert taylor
emily and Courtney tedrowe
kabral tesfamicael, Bowdoin posse 2 (Boston) alumnus
melano theork, hamilton posse 1 (Boston) alumnus
Jonathan a. thompson
andrew and Shelby thompson
emily threlkeld
anne G. tinker
karen and michael toback
louise todd ambler
tofias pC Charitable Foundation
Salvador torres, Jr.
kent trachte
nathan troutman
nicole tsesmelis, trinity posse 1 (new york) alumna
teryal turner
margaret evans tuten Foundation
richard C. tuttle
uBS
robert unger
Joe Valenti
Jasmine r. Vallejo, Brandeis posse 2 (new york) alumna
todd Van paris

Jay Veevers
leslie and Scott Vender
nancy and michael Vespoli
nancy Vickers
liselotte and robin Vince
Christopher t. Vincent
Dawn Vincent
Dani and ted Virtue Family Charitable trust
John Vitt
Donna and Curtis Voges
Susan Wald
Clinton Walker
Sarah and John Wallace
mary and Gary Walther
kelly and alan Ware
marilyn and hal Weiner
Susan and Jay Weintraub
president and mrs. Daniel h. Weiss
Weiss & Block Chartered
Seth Werner
amy and kevin Wernick
allyson Weseley and Sara Jones
marc r. Wilkow
Sally and thomas Wille
Constance and hugh Williams
katherine Williams
temple Williams
alice and Bruce Williamson
Barbara and tom Wisniewski
Jeffrey Wolfe
lucy Wild and Jason Wolff
lauren and michael Wong
leslie and Gary Wood
nancy and James Wood
Vivien and Guy Wyser‑pratte
Becky yang, Vanderbilt posse 9 (new york) alumna
milton yanofsky
lori yelvington
Guy G. zaczepinski
abbie and raymond zanarini
Jeanne zaykowski
zogSports
elizabeth F. zucker
Jeanette zwart

martina albright and Jon Bernstein in honor of Lawson   
Allen

lee and nile albright in honor of Lawson Allen
anonymous in honor of Marcia Reilly’s birthday
alec appelbaum in honor of Coby R. Pilpel
marjorie and Barry Berg in honor of Michael Ainslie
paul and marcia Bleeker in honor of Marcy Mistrett

Steven B. Bloomfield for kerry Flaherty to honor the   
 exercise of her ideals

linda Bowen and Dennis keefe in honor of  
 Marcy Mistrett

Carylee & Steven Bronstein Family Foundation in honor   
of Susan and Joseph Paresky

robert Bullard in honor of Amy and Angus Mairs’   
 wedding

mrs. Carleton Burr in honor of Patricia Arnold and her   
dedication to Posse

Cathy and herb Buscher in honor of Amy and Angus’s   
recent marriage

Cynthia and Jonathan Calder in honor of Marcia Reilly   
to her 50th birthday

karen and Jay Case in honor of Celeste Center in honor  
 of friendship!

Donna and George Converse in honor of Amy Converse   
and Angus Mairs

karen and John Cowden in honor of their grandchildren  
 Lucy, Phoebe, and Amelia Cowden

heidi Cruise in honor of Marcy Mistrett
pamela and martin edel in honor of Gene Shanks 60th   

Birthday
lois and Charles edwards in honor of Robert M. Steiner
Jane and robert elliott in honor of Centre College Posse  

 Classes
Suzanne and Joseph ercole in honor of Susan Lyne
Barbara e. Fargo in honor of Trish Arnold’s leadership
Christy and W. Craig Fowler in honor of Ronald M.   

 Schutz’s work on behalf of Posse
angus and mary Stuart Gephart in honor of Amy and   

Angus’ wedding
George Gephart, Jr. in honor of Angus and Amy’s   

 Wedding
Sharon and mark Goldman in honor of Eric for hosting   

the holiday cocktail reception
Carol Goldsmith in honor of Susan Scher and  

 Allison Grover
michela Gunn in honor of Merilee Sperber’s 65th   

 birthday
Denis halliwell in memory of Jeanne Parris-Halliwell’s   

birthday
Judith B. Stephenson and Scott harshbarger in honor of   

Cameron Stephenson and her similar work
peter and Florence hart in honor of Bonnie Cohen
nicole and larry heath in honor of Jane Shang
richard e. and Vicki mech hester in honor of their   

 friend, Paul Quiner
holland & knight Charitable Foundation, inc. in honor   

 of The Posse Foundation’s new chairman,  
Mr. Jeffrey Ubben

merritt hooper in honor of Randy and Kelly Hooper

lynne and Joseph horning in honor of Joany Fabry
Barbara lyne and mel immergut in honor of “her   

 wondrous sister,” Susan Lyne
nancy isaacs for Jaynee and Eric Beckman
Cathy and Ben iselin in honor of Marcia Reilly’s 50th   

birthday
michael D. Jeans in honor of Alec Macmillan
esther kartiganer in honor of Debbie Bial receiving the   

MacArthur “Genius” Award
alvin and elizabeth katz Family Fund in honor of Eric   

 Macey, for his great work on behalf of The Posse 
Foundation

laura and Steven kurzrok in honor of the following   
  teachers at Marblehead High School: Patrice Clough, 

Marilyn Day, Lionel Anthony, Mark Greenman, 
Melissa Humphrey, Steve Venezia, Henry Christensen 
and Alan Gauthier

George labovitz in honor of Bill and Ann Bain
Deborah and David lara in honor of Marcia Reilly’s   

 50th birthday
lara livgard in honor of Angus and Amy’s Wedding
Joyce and Fred marcus this donation is in honor of the   

efforts of Joe Paresky
patrick mcGinnis in honor of his daughter  

 Carol McGinnis
marcia mcham in honor of Marcia Reilly’s 50th   

 birthday
lorin and edward michaels in honor of the Beckmans
thomas moore in honor of Shirley Ramirez
Sherif and mary nada in honor of Kathleen McGirr
mark noonan in memory of Laurie Macmillan
pekin Singer Strauss asset management inc in honor of   

Eric Macey
puritan Finance Corporation in honor of  

 Gary Kirshenbaum
Joan reilly in honor of Marcia Reilly’s birthday
lisa and Christopher reilly in honor of Marcia Reilly’s   

birthday
nancy rosen Blackwood in memory of Albert P. Rosen
Jane m. Saks in honor of Chastity Lord
karen and alan Salzbank in honor of Bruce Rogoff’s   

 birthday
mark Sawyer in honor of David White’s mother
Judith and peter Scardino in honor of Katherine M.   

 Scardino and in honor of Michael Ainslie
Carol Borden and Joel Shapiro in honor of Lara   

 Kislinger’s birthday
leslie and michael Shechtman in honor of Jon Levey
Rosemary Sheehan in honor of Henry Sullivan and   

Paul Davis
amy r. Singer in honor of Jane and Doug Smith
Clarke Smith in honor of Patricia Wilson Fridley

Carol Stein in honor of Gary Kirshenbaum
Sara mairs and Dan Steinhacker in honor of Amy and   

Angus’ wedding
rebecca Sternthal and andrew Schiffrin in honor of   

 Susie Scher and Allison Grover’s wedding
Gwen and Gerry Swanson in memory of Mr. Schutz,   

 father of Ron Schutz
leslie and Scott Vender in honor of T. Kendall Hunt
Susan Wald in honor of friends and family for the   

 Christmas holidays
marilyn and hal Weiner in honor of Bonnie Cohen’s   

 Birthday
alice and Bruce Williamson in support of Dave Casper   

& Eric Macey’s involvement in Posse Chicago
Vivien and Guy Wyser‑pratte in honor of Suzanne and   

Michael Ainslie
milton yanofsky in honor of Joe Paresky

SupporterS ($1–$100)
Scott patrick abell
alison and Charles abrams
olubunmi adeosun, trinity posse 1 (new york) alumna
Carla aiello
alexandra alderman
lester alemán, Grinnell posse 1 (los angeles) alumnus
omaira J. alicea, Bryn mawr posse 3 (Boston) alumna
Jasmin ampaw, lafayette posse 1 (new york) alumna
andrea J. anderson
Jhenelle andrade, lafayette posse 1 (new york) alumna
anonymous (7)
rita ash
robin askins
rahel ayalew, Bryn mawr posse 3 (Boston) alumna
karlantoine Balan
andrea lee Banks
marco Barreto, Brandeis posse 1 (new york) alumnus
Debra Bass
lynn and Stephen Baum
Janelle C. Belgrave
Caroline Berger
allyson and matthew Bergman
audrey S. Blackwell
timothy Block
katherine and piers Bocock
angela Boulart, middlebury posse 1 (new york) alumna
Dedee Bowers
David Breakstone and Sharon Bauer
terese Brown, lafayette posse 2 (new york) alumna
marnell and edward Bruce
Barbara and robert Budnitz
Victor Buonocore
Christon Cabey, hamilton posse 2 (Boston) alumnus

marta Campos
Brian Carollo
Christine Caruso, Brandeis posse 6 (new york) alumna
Carla and matthew Cash
rebecca Cetta, Depauw posse 3 (new york) alumna
Sienna Chambers, middlebury posse 5 (new york)   

 alumna
ivy Chang and Jeremiah Garza
Jing Chen, trinity posse 1 (new york) alumna
Caroline Chirinos, Dickinson posse 2 (new york) alumna
robert Cichocki and John Schussler
Dayna Cobarrubias
Carol and John Converse
Daniella Crawley, Brandeis posse 2 (new york) alumna
Daynan Crull
Catherine Crum
lauren allison Curatolo, middlebury posse 4 (new york)   

alumna
michele Davis
issa Deas, Vanderbilt posse 10 (new york) alumnus
Jared Degnan
phyllis ziccardi and michael Dimitroff
Wendy and Stewart Dolin
angela and lance Donenberg
Chelsea Downs, Colby posse 1 (new york) alumna
mike Drago
aleksander Duni
Charles edel
andrew l. edwards, lehigh posse 2 (new york) alumnus
kareem edwards, Depauw posse 7 (new york) alumnus
Stefany Feliciano, lafayette posse 1 (new york) alumna
David and Judith Fischer
Sandra and James Fitzpatrick
ellen Fleming
richard W. Foley
thelma e. Foster
thomas and elizabeth Fox
rachel François, Bryn mawr posse 3 (Boston) alumna
Catherine Frankenbach
Susan Frankenbach and family
arthur and Julie Friedman
Joyce and Jay Friedrichs
Jerome Frierson, Brandeis posse 6 (new york) alumnus
kirsten Fuller, Dickinson posse 2 (new york) alumna
laura r. Garcia, Denison posse 1 (Chicago) alumna
patrick Gaughen
yusuf George
kathleen m. Gillespie
Jessica Glidden, hamilton posse 2 (Boston) alumna
margaret and marc Gold
Sara l. Goldhawk
michael p. Goldsmith



Xiomara Gonzalez, Brandeis posse 4 (new york) alumna
mariluz Gonzalez‑Guerrero, university of Wisconsin‑  

 madison (Chicago) alumna
eric Gorenstein, Vanderbilt posse 6 (new york) alumnus
kevin Gottesman
Jason Goulbourne, Vanderbilt posse 12 (new york)   

 alumnus
kristina Gould
Clarence Grant Jr.
Carmen Green, trinity posse 1 (new york) alumna
adam Greenwald
Sheila Griffin
nicole m. Griffith
Jason haas, hamilton posse 1 (Boston) alumnus
mirela hadzic, university of Wisconsin‑madison   

 (Chicago) alumna
Shela halper
Steven F. hanft
tiffany hannah
Barbara B. hannigan
Cathy hartman
kathleen and robert heffern
margaret lee herbert and John C. hendrickson
michael a. henry, Dickinson posse 2 (new york) alumnus
melyna hernandez, Depauw posse 7 (new york) alumna
nolan highbaugh
hirsch/kelly Group at Smith Barney
Joan hoblitzell
Jonathan holloway
nikki hoshing
mia howard, Vanderbilt posse 12 (new york) alumna
kelly hughes
Durant a. hunter
laura and Jonathan ikeda
Josephine ilarraza, Depauw posse 2 (new york) alumna
Desiree ivey
marilyn and Jerry Jacobson
margaret and John Jacoby
Desiree James
John l. James ii
tim Johnson
George and ann Joseph
evelyn and mike kalish
patricia kilduff
karen and peter kilmartin
Chong kim
kelli and Charles kreter
Dana kuan
Julie kuhn
karen and lawrence kurtzon
Jorge laCourt, Vanderbilt posse 7 (new york) alumnus
paul lamb, Depauw posse 5 (new york) alumnus

engy lamour, Brandeis posse 6 (new york) alumnus
Qi le, trinity posse 1 (new york) alumnus
rebekka lee
evan leFlore
emin lelic, Carleton posse 3 (Chicago) alumnus
elaine r. lev
Danielle levin
Joan and murray levin
mauricio leyva, lafayette posse 2 (new york) alumnus
ling li
Cheng liang, Depauw posse 5 (new york) alumna
harriet h. liss
Shirley S. litt
John lopresto, middlebury posse 5 (new york) alumnus
maureen a. lubeley
laura lucas
alison macmillan
ann mairs
heide mairs
Carl V. manalo, Vanderbilt posse 8 (new york) alumnus
Claudia marquez
Brian martel
mark maurer
kate mcadams
amy mcGill
Jan mcmahon and Bob rabatsky
antonio mendez, Colby posse 1 (new york) alumnus
roxana mesias, Wheaton posse 3 (new york) alumna
patricia meyers
antonino miceli
leaps and Bounds
aJ moore
Joselyn morales, Depauw posse 5 (new york) alumna
amatullah morgan, Brandeis posse 5 (new york)   

 alumnus
kira moriah
edgar ndjatou, Brandeis posse 5 (new york) alumnus
Deidre‑ann y. nelson, Brandeis posse 4 (new york)   

 alumna
Fred newton
Bik y. ng
andy nguyen, Denison posse 2 (Chicago) alumnus
Francisco nival, hamilton posse 2 (Boston) alumnus
Watchen nyanue, Depauw posse 1 (Chicago) alumna
terry o’hora
laura openshaw and Christopher mihelich
azalia and kevin otero
matt pacewicz
marques page, Depauw posse 4 (new york) alumnus
elizabeth libby and Carey W. parker
ronna and Barry paul
lai lai peng, Vanderbilt posse 6 (new york) alumna

Frank peralta, Dickinson posse 3 (new york) alumnus
lollie perez, middlebury posse 1 (new york) alumna
Dale petrulis
James petsoulakis, middlebury posse 4 (new york)   

 alumnus
Sarah pilzer
Gregory pinto, Wheaton posse 4 (new york) alumnus
eliza t. platts‑mills
Beverly m. poyerd
Gabrielle C. prisco, Vanderbilt posse 4 (new york)   

 alumna
eileen pyne
Quad/Graphics
margaret rarig
rick raymond, Dickinson posse 3 (new york) alumnus
Cecely reardon
ace relingado, Depauw posse 6 (new york) alumnus
melissa reyes, Depauw posse 3 (new york) alumna
ralphette G. rhodes
angela D. ridley
Susan picus and Barry rigal
angela rivera, Vanderbilt posse 13 (new york) alumna
kerry e. rodgers
kathlyn and mark rohrbaugh
Sarah roque
alicia ross
Jeffrey C. rubenstein
nalleli Sagardia, Dickinson posse 3 (new york) alumna
Sharron and William Sailor
lynne J. Salkin
C. Sanabria
hillary and John Schaeffler
harold W. Schwartz
amy Shapiro
andrew Shen, Carleton posse 1 (Chicago) alumnus
David and Debbie Shiffman
liz Siddle
Diane Siegel
ann Silverman
angela Singleton
Justin Smith
t. reginald Solomon
elizabeth Specter
Jairus Steed, Colby posse 1 (new york) alumnus
Daniel C. Stein, Wheaton posse 3 (new york) alumnus
Joel Stephen
alice Stewart
Sucherman Consulting Group inc.
Sharon i. taylor
isabelle thabault
Joan l. thomas
pablo torres, lafayette posse 2 (new york) alumnus

rebecca travis, Colby posse 2 (new york) alumna
Sarah trillin and alex ruttenberg
rebecca tunstall
kyle a. turner, Brandeis posse 5 (new york) alumnus
Dimy Valcin, Wheaton posse 2 (new york) alumnus
Jocelyn Vargas, lafayette posse 1 (new york) alumna
Valerie Vieira, lafayette posse 1 (new york) alumna
Wilson Villafana, Depauw posse 4 (new york) alumnus
katherine Volin
Janna Wagner
o’Brien Walker, Depauw posse 5 (new york) alumnus
Charae Warner, trinity posse 1 (new york) alumna
Damian Washington, middlebury posse 1 (new york)   

 alumnus
michael Weinberg and mary rauen
Sandra Weiswasser
rachael Wendler
Jonathan White
Bryan Whitehead
mary and paul Wilcox
patricia Williamson
laura Wilson
mark Wilson, lehigh posse 1 (new york) alumnus
William Wong, Vanderbilt posse 13 (new york) alumnus
alfreda Woods
ronna and Dana Woodward
monique Wright, Wheaton posse 4 (new york) alumna
puong Fei yeh
paula yepes, middlebury posse 1 (new york) alumna
the zurich u.S. Foundation

Scott patrick abell in honor of Mr. Eli Cohen
Carla aiello in honor of Matt Miller
katherine and piers Bocock in memory of Peter Bocock
Barbara and robert Budnitz in honor of Susan and   

 Joseph Paresky’s anniversary
ivy Chang and Jeremiah Garza in honor of Jeff Rohwer   

& Kim James’ July ’07 wedding
Carol and John Converse in honor of Amy and Angus’   

wedding
phyllis ziccardi and michael Dimitroff in honor of   

 Manley Career Academy
Wendy and Stewart Dolin in honor of Eric Macey
Catherine Frankenbach in honor of Amy and Angus   

 Mairs’ wedding
Susan Frankenbach and family Susan Frankenbachand   

 her family tom, Scott and louisa in honor of the   
marriage of Angus Mairs and Amy Converse

mariluz Gonzalez‑Guerrero, university of Wisconsin‑  
  madison (Chicago) alumna in honor of UW-Madison   
Chicago Posse 1 POW

Joan hoblitzell in honor of Marjorie Bride

Desiree ivey in honor of Gwendolyn Cooke’s   
 mentorship

marilyn and Jerry Jacobson in honor of Erika and Fred   
Little’s 50th wedding anniversary

Desiree James in honor of Kim and Jeff Rohwer
evelyn and mike kalish in honor of Blanche and Al   

  Smith’s 60th anniversary and in honor of  
 Ann Asch’s birthday on December 21

kelli and Charles kreter in memory of  
 Laurie Macmillan

Julie kuhn in honor of her brother-in-law  
  Ken Edwards and in honor of the marriage of Amy 

Converse and Angus Mairs
Danielle levin in honor of Jody Schostak
Shirley S. litt in honor of Stuart Kruse
ann mairs in celebration of Amy Converse and 
 Angus Mairs’ wedding.
heide mairs in honor of Angus and Amy’s wedding
Brian martel in honor of Angus and Amy’s wedding
amy mcGill is in honor of Jimmy Xu
andy nguyen, Denison posse 2 (Chicago) alumnus in   

 honor of Denison Chicago Posse 2
Beverly m. poyerd in memory of Emily Shivers
margaret rarig in honor of Angus & Amy’s Wedding,   

wishing them Health & Happiness
Susan picus and Barry rigal in honor of Bruce Rogoff’s   

semi-centennial
harold W. Schwartz in honor of Governor & Mrs.   

 Deval Patrick
Diane Siegel in honor of Beverly Poyerd
Sucherman Consulting Group inc. in honor of  

 Susan Lyne
Sharon i. taylor in honor of Kenneth Taylor, Jr’s   

 birthday
Joan l. thomas in memory of Jean Ainslie
Jonathan White in memory of Doug White

in‑kinD
the alotian Club
alphagraphics
trish and Chris arnold
Bingham mcCutchen llp
the Boston Foundation
Celeste Center
Chandler’s notebooks
Charlie trotter’s
CitationShares
Citi Foundation
Citi Foundation
Citizen Schools inc.
the Coca Cola Company
Comedy Central

Cousins properties incorporated
Creative office pavilion
lise Scott and D. ronald Daniel
ernst & young llp
Georgia‑pacific Corporation
Goldman, Sachs & Co.
GolfteC
Greentotee Golf academy
James F. halpin
Dorothy hamilton
harpoon Brewery
human rights Campaign
t. kendall hunt
Jones lang laSalle
keySpan
lehman Brothers
the mcGraw‑hill Companies
mercury luggage mfg. Co.
microsoft Corporation
mtV networks
new york Jets
nickelodeon
northeastern university
pricewaterhouseCoopers, Chicago
pricewaterhouseCoopers, new york
putnam investments
Deenise rebeiro
redBones Barbecue
ropes & Gray llp, Boston
ropes & Gray llp, new york
Sandra and ronald Schutz
Susan and Gene Shanks
Shaws Supermarkets, inc.
Simmons College
Southwestern law School 
StapleS Center Foundation
State Street Corporation
Suffolk university law School
lynn and mark taylor
to a tee, Bermuda ltd.
trader Joe’s Company, inc.
Washingtonpostnewsweekinteractive
John Werner
year up nyC

Ainslie Fund (Est. 2007)

aGentS oF ChanGe 
($250,000–$1,000,000)

the Garrett and mary moran Family Foundation

innoVatorS ($100,000–$250,000)
anson and Debra Beard, Jr.
anthony and Christie de nicola
laurie and Jeff ubben

BeneFaCtorS ($25,000–$50,000)
Suzanne and michael l. ainslie and the ainslie  

 Foundation, inc.
the Glades Foundation
priscilla and Donald k. miller

partnerS ($15,000–$25,000)
Bruce and Connie macleod
Susie Scher and allison Grover

amBaSSaDorS ($5,000–$10,000)
Salvatore Ferragamo

FrienDS ($1,000–$5,000)
rebecca and David ainslie
robbie oxnard Bent and David Bent
pamela Shriver

FanS ($100–$1,000)
katherine and michael ainslie
laurie malkoff
liza oxnard aratow and Jesse aratow

SupporterS ($1–$100)
patricia meyers

making the posse  
promise permanent

in 2003, the Sallie mae Fund offered 

the posse Foundation a matching dollar‑

for‑dollar endowment challenge of $5 

million. on may 24, 2006, posse met 

this challenge, and a $10 million endow‑

ment was created. 

only two months later, the posse 

Foundation received a $10 million 

pledge from tim and Sharon ubben, 

doubling the size of the endowment to 

$20 million. this remarkable gift and 

their philanthropic spirit set the stage for 

continued giving guaranteeing the future 

of the posse Foundation. 

endowment funds provide the neces‑

sary resources to help ensure posse’s 

longevity and continued growth. With the 

guidance of the posse board of directors 

and the dedication and commitment of 

its donors, posse continues to grow its 

endowment, and make its promise of 

educational opportunity permanent for 

thousands of young people. today the 

endowment is worth $X. 



lynne and mark Florian
Colleen Foster
Franklin & marshall College
Steven Ganeless
Ge Corporate Financial Services
Jim George
errol and margaret Glasser
David and kirsten Gould
Jennifer and David Graf
lois perelson‑Gross and Stewart Gross
molly and lee hamilton
harvard university/office of the assistant to the president
Doug herzog
Susan hunter
Barbara kates‑Garnick, ph.D. and marc Garnick, m.D.
Bari lipp Foundation
alec macmillan
marks paneth & Shron llp
Jennifer marre
J. D. moriarty
Jonathan and Dorothy nelson
nuveen investments
Joe and kathy o’Donnell
Jane and larry price
penguin Group (uSa)
Judi powers
pricewaterhouseCoopers
adam and amanda Quinton
Jan and Chip raymond
reebok international, ltd.
Genie and Donald rice
Candace and ethan riegelhaupt
peter risafi
Connie and John Sargent
katherine m. Scardino
nancy and norman Scher
Sandra and ronald Schutz
mary and David m. Solomon
Sony pictures entertainment
elaine and Jaap tonckens
elizabeth Cecil and David Wagner
kristie Wallace and michael irwin
Jane and Jerry Williams
nancy Friedman and michael zinn

anonymous in honor of Jeffrey Ubben
lois perelson‑Gross and Stewart Gross in honor of  

 Michael Ainslie

ContriButorS ($1–$1,000)
kwaku acheampong, Depauw posse 5 (new york) alumnus
ellen ainslie

omaira J. alicea, Bryn mawr posse 3 (Boston) alumna
Dr. David and anne altchek
Sara amin
erika andersen and Scott Cronin
anonymous (3)
rahel ayalew, Bryn mawr posse 3 (Boston) alumna
lenz C. Balan, Bowdoin posse 1 (Boston) alumnus
karen Batchelder
tony Beetano
allyson and matthew Bergman
rico Blancaflor, Vanderbilt posse 5 (new york) alumnus
laura and lloyd Blankfein
marjorie m. Bride
arthur and kay Brief
robby Browne
Jessica l. Bruce
noreen and kenneth Buckfire
Christon Cabey, hamilton posse 2 (Boston) alumnus
mary Cadagin
Carlos e. Carela, Vanderbilt posse 6 (new york) alumnus
John Cembrook
Frankie Cevallos, rice posse 2 (new york) alumna
elizabeth and Jay Chandler
Wendy Chivian
lee Chong
elizabeth Chow
Jim Clark, Depauw posse 1 (new york) alumnus
evelyn and Stephen Colbert and the Colbert Family Fund of  

 Coastal Community Foundation
isaac Colon, Depauw posse 6 (new york) alumnus
Cherie Conrad
tom Cook
kahane Corn and Jeff Cooperman
lauren Corrao
melissa Cramer
lauren allison Curatolo, middlebury posse 4 (new york)   

 alumna
mark D. Davies
issa Deas, Vanderbilt posse 10 (new york) alumnus
ralph Destino
marc Diamond
lisa and oliver Dow
Deann Dubey
kelleigh Dulany
Jamal m. edwards
Sue and paul efron
episcopal Diocese of long island
Stacey Facter
Cora de leon and matthew Fasciano
David B. Ford
rachel François, Bryn mawr posse 3 (Boston) alumna
Gannett Welsh & kotler, llC

ricki Gardner
Jason Gong, Dickinson posse 2 (new york) alumnus
natalee Graham, Brandeis posse 1 (new york) alumna
robin and robert Grosser
Sheila and Joseph Gutman
Dorothy hamilton
kathryn and William henderson
margaret lee herbert and John C. hendrickson
Stephen ho
rebecca hornstein
mia howard, Vanderbilt posse 12 (new york) alumna
Quincy huggins, Vanderbilt posse 5 (new york) alumnus
Sandra hurse
elaine and robert Jachino
James m. Johnson
larry Jones
Cara and andrew kagan
michelle l. kane
eileen katz
Jane and robert keiter
John J. kelley
tae youn J. kim, Brandeis posse 5 (new york) alumnus
Guy m. kulman
paul lamb, Depauw posse 5 (new york) alumnus
elizabeth langel
Betsy and Stewart lawrence
Gabrielle and richard lesser
robert lewis, Jr.
ilona lewyckyj, Vanderbilt posse 6 (new york) alumna
eric lord
Scott lundius
annesley and David macFarlane
laurie malkoff
Carl V. manalo, Vanderbilt posse 8 (new york) alumnus
Conor thomas m. mcCoy, Depauw posse 6 (new york)   

 alumnus
kim mills, Vanderbilt posse 5 (new york) alumna
Christina and James minnis
martha and arthur mintzer
J. timothy and Barbara m. morris
Susan and Quentin murphy
linda and David muscato
Joe palumbo
leslie payson
karen pearse
mario pelaez and einah pelaez, lehigh posse 2 (new york)  

 alumna
ethan peskowitz
anthony and Dorothy petsoulakis
Gabrielle C. prisco, Vanderbilt posse 4 (new york) alumna
Jeanne Quagliano
alfredo and Shirley ramirez, Vanderbilt posse 1 (new york)  

 alumna
Bradley ray
luke raymond
Sheryl and alan renne
Jennifer rhee
midge richardson
Jenny rickard
John rohrs
the Jack and Jamie rubin Charitable Fund
Carlos Salcedo, Brandeis posse 4 (new york) alumnus
Janet Scardino
nancy and nelson Schaenen
Scott l. Scher
anthony D. Schlesinger
mike and Jane Schoenfeld
David and Debbie Shiffman
marjorie and David Silverman
Steven Solys
Dr. erica Spatz, Vanderbilt posse 4 (new york) alumna
lee ann Stevenson
James m. Sumner
erik Swart
James C. Sweeney
talon advisors, l.p.
emily threlkeld
karen and michael toback
kent trachte
nathan troutman
Dimy Valcin, Wheaton posse 2 (new york) alumnus
Jasmine r. Vallejo, Brandeis posse 2 (new york) alumna
nancy Vickers
liselotte and robin Vince
Dani and ted Virtue Family Charitable trust
Seth Werner
temple Williams

in‑kinD
the alotian Club
Citation Shares
Comedy Central
Dorothy hamilton
C. hugh hildesley, eVp, Sotheby’s
keySpan
martha Stewart living omnimedia
mtV networks
new york Jets
nickelodeon
Deenise rebeiro
Welsh, Carson, anderson & Stowe

innoVator ($100,000–$250,000)
Goldman, Sachs & Co.
Sharon and timothy h. ubben & the ubben Foundation

leaDerS ($50,000–$100,000)
lehman Brothers
laurie and Jeff ubben

BeneFaCtorS ($25,000–$50,000)
Suzanne and michael l. ainslie 
Carole parsons Bailey
Bloomberg
Christie and anthony de nicola
michele Ganeless
the niki and Joe Gregory Charitable Foundation
Barbara and ted Janulis
Garrett and mary moran
mtV networks
amy and larry robbins

partnerS ($15,000–$25,000)
american express Company
trustees of Bryn mawr College
ernst & young llp
Susan lyne & martha Stewart living omnimedia
Bruce and Connie macleod
marcia and kevin reilly
Jane and paul Shang
lisa and mark Walsh

trustees of Bryn mawr College in honor of Nancy Vickers

mentorS ($10,000–$15,000)
ahmed alali
anonymous
atlanta advisory Board
anson and Debra Beard, Jr.
alastair and Jeanine Borthwick
melissa and marc Cohen
anthony Collerton & Galen Sherer
Dorothy and James Currie
rick and margaret evans & Gene and Susan Shanks
Beverly and Wade Fetzer iii
Fried, Frank, harris, Shriver & Jacobson llp
the Glades Foundation
Johnson Family Foundation
mr. and mrs. michael l. keiser
kirkland & ellis llp
Steven lefkowitz ‑ Caxton‑iseman Capital, inc.
peggy and Walter nelson
nestle Waters north america inc.
reuters

russell reynolds associates
Susie Scher and allison Grover
pamela Shriver

amBaSSaDorS ($5,000–$10,000)
trish and Chris arnold
Frank Brosens and Deenie Brosens Foundation
mary Jo otsea and richard Brown
edith Cooper and robert taylor
helen and Brian D. Fitzgerald and the Brian and  

 helen Fitzgerald Fund
Grinnell College
pamela and George F. hamel, Jr.
Julia and Gary killian
nellie mae education Foundation
monique l. nelson‑Butts, Vanderbilt posse 3 (new york)   

 alumna
amy and John phelan
robert m. raiff
howard and Debbie Schiller
Synergetics
taconic Capital advisors, lp
kate and mitchell Watson

FrienDS ($1,000–$5,000)
lawson and Clint allen
Jamie and Daniel andriano
anonymous (2)
Janet and John Bent
robbie oxnard Bent and David Bent
lucy a. Commoner and richard S. Berry
Sarah Greenwood and Joe Bondi
Steve and Gretchen Burke
mr. and mrs. robert t. Butler
Gaston and idit Caperton
marion Dawson Carr
the College Board
mr. and mrs. William F. Conger
Stephania and Donald Conrad
Betty neal Crutcher and ronald Crutcher
robert F. Cummings, Jr.
Brownlee Currey Foundation
Justine Fasciano and Joseph Delgado
philip J. Dempsey
Jill Dilosa and robert merritt
James D. Dixon
mr. and mrs. edmond i. eger iii
Gail and al engelberg
Jim and Jennifer esposito
evergreen investments
Fairview Capital partners, inc.
patricia and nicholas Fasciano

Gala 2007

the posse Foundation welcomed 550 leaders 

from the foundation, corporate, education, 

and entertainment communities in celebration 

of its 18th anniversary on may 23, 2007, at 

posse’s annual Gala: an evening of Stars. the 

evening honored the remarkable achievements 

of the posse Foundation and four posse super 

stars: rico Blancaflor, Vanderbilt posse 5 (new 

york) alumnus and national director of training 

and Site Development, the posse Foundation; 

Goldman, Sachs & Co.; First lady Diane and 

Governor Deval patrick of massachusetts; and 

Bryn mawr College president nancy J. Vickers. in 

addition, Stephen Colbert of Comedy Central’s 

emmy‑nominated The Colbert Report made a 

special appearance. the most exciting moment 

of the evening occurred when executive Vice 

president C. hugh hildesley of Sotheby’s led 

posse’s first live auction. the posse Gala raised 

$1.1 million in donations, making it the highest 

grossing event in posse’s history.



richard fuld, jr.
Chairman anD Ceo, lehman BrotherS holDinG inC.

What’s exciting about Posse is that it 
actually works. It proves that with the right 
support and nurturing, kids who don’t fit 
the traditional definition of educational 
success can do well academically, become 
leaders on campus and graduate from first-
rate colleges into careers and positions of 
community leadership. That’s an incredible 
return on investment—both for the students 
and for our society.”

arthur blank
Co‑FounDer, the home Depot
oWner anD Ceo, the atlanta FalConS
Chairman, preSiDent anD Ceo, amB Group, llC
Chairman, the arthur m. Blank Family FounDation

stephanie blank
truStee, the arthur m. Blank Family FounDation

We are proud to 
partner with The Posse 
Foundation toward 
realizing a key element 
of their mission. Over 
the past eight years, we 
have hired more than 
200 Posse Scholars for 
internships or full-time 
positions around the 
world. Our partnership 
not only helps us 
develop a terrific source 
of talent for the Firm 
but also supports our 
firm-wide commitment 
to diversity and 
inclusiveness.”



Diversity enriches education. As America 
grows more diverse, it is essential that 
students be exposed to diversity in all 
its forms and learn how to effectively 
communicate, collaborate, and compete 
with people of all backgrounds. 

Some measures traditionally used to 
determine college admissions—such as 
college entrance exam scores—might not 
necessarily be the best predictors of college 
success, placing some very talented students 
at a disadvantage. 

One of this year’s MacArthur awardees—
the “genius” awards—is an innovator 
named Deborah Bial. She proposed a 
model to identify promising students from 
disadvantaged urban backgrounds, using an 
alternative set of qualities as predictors of 
success in college. 

Candidates for this program are selected 
using a process based on qualities such 
as leadership, motivation, teamwork, and 
ability to effectively communicate. The 
students that are selected form a “posse,” 
and are provided with extra supports, and 
end up graduating form selective colleges 
with a very high success rate. 

This shows the validity of using less-
recognized skills as indicators of likely 
educational success. And this would 
probably be considered affirmative action, 
by specifically choosing students from less-
advantaged backgrounds. But maybe it 
just shows that the playing ground, using 
traditional metrics for college admission, is 
unacceptably uneven.”

This excerpt was taken from an interview in the November 12, 2007, 

issue of The Chronicle of Higher Education.

barack obama
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